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Editorial Policy
Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine pub-

lished approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A stu-
dents at Upper Arlington High School.

The pulication has been estalished as a pulic forum for 
student expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to 
its audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained by school of-
ficials prior to pulication or distribution. 

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the 
editorial board, which consists of the staff ’s top editors, will de-
termine the content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned edito-
rials; therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the opinions 
or policies of Upper Arlington school officials. 

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns 
and news releases from faculty, administrators, community resi-
dents, students and the general pulic. 

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to with-
hold a letter or column and return it for more information if it 
determines the piece contains items of unprotected eech as 
defined by this policy.

As a pulic forum, all letters and columns meeting the above 
criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to pulish only legally 
protected eech following the legal definitions for libel, obscen-
ity and invasion of privacy.  The staff will also refrain from print-
ing stories that create a material disruption of school aivities.
Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine content of the pulica-
tion, it will therefore also take complete legal and financial responsibility 
for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid pulishing a story solely on the 
basis of possile dissent or controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and pro-
duction costs through advertising sales, subscription sales and 
other fundraisers .

The editor shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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Alcohol is not a new subject for Arlingtonian. 
In past years, we have covered student 

DUIs, Prom Promise and even alcohol in the 
high school building. In a bit of well-known 
Arlingtonian lore, the staff of the 1988-89 
school year wanted to cover the alleged Fourth 
Amendment violations of the police when 
busting underage parties involving alcohol. 
To do so, they staged a party with fake alcohol 

and, when none of the neighbors reported 
the loud and rowdy party, called the police 
on themselves. Of course controversy ensued, 
and the community questioned the ability of 
the high school journalists to ethically perform 
their task. At a time when the open forum 
theory for student pulications had just been 
set, the event only added to the pressure on the 
administration to revoke Arlingtonian’s open 
forum status.

The last time alcohol was a cover story 
was the 2001-02 school year. That story 

compared perception and reality: what 
students thought about the prevalence 
of underage drinking in UA and the real 
statistics on underage drinking in UA. 
Because none of us were in the high school 
when this story ran, we decided alcohol 
needed to be covered again, albeit with 
a twist. Our story is about the existence 
of a drinking “culture”: how students are 
introduced to drinking, how it is perpetuated 
and how it is accepted—perhaps even 
supported—within the community.

Student drinking is a tricky subject for 
a student pulication to accurately and 
objectively cover. At once vehemently 
frowned-upon, trivially dismissed and 
everything in between, it is a topic that 
required delicacy and seriousness on 
the part of our staff, and now I ask for 
seriousness from our readers.

Arlingtonian has printed stories on 

controversial topics before: teenage 
sexuality, marijuana, homosexuality. Again 
I will refer you to our Editorial Policy: 
“Arlingtonian will not avoid pulishing a 
story solely on the basis of possile dissent 
or controversy.” In this statement there is 
an implicit agreement with our readers to 
handle any and every controversial story 
with maturity. Without this agreement, 
we risk losing our journalistic privilege on 
the grounds of a “material and substantial 
disruption of school time aivities,” 

estalished by the 1969 U.S. Supreme 
Court case Tinke . Des Moines.

I do not necessarily expect that a story 
about the drinking culture will have 
protesters banging on the room 221 door, for 
no one can deny such a culture’s existence or 
its effect on the community; this is simply 
our attempt to uncloud what is usually an 
unspoken phenomenon. But as the year 
progresses, the staff may choose to tackle 
more controversial issues. If it does, the 
student body must be willing to accept the 
coverage with maturity.

Our end of this deal is to provide 
you with the highest-quality journalism 
possile. With this end in mind, it may 
come as no surprise that a few members 
of the staff, myself included, are currently 
at the Journalism Education Association 
(JEA) Fall National Scholastic Journalism 
Convention in Chicago. In fact, the odds are 
very good that we’re in seminars learning 
about different aects of student journalism 
as you receive this issue in homeroom.

The purpose of this annual convention 
is to sharpen journalism skills through 
presentations by reected experts in 
the field, competition with other student 
journalists in write-offs and, perhaps 
most excitingly, submission of an issue of 
Arlingtonian to the NSPA Best-of-Show 
competition to see how we stack up against 
other scholastic newsmagazines across the 
nation. Arlingtonian and its staffers have 
always come home with a handful of awards, 
and I look forward to sharing with you how 
we did this year upon our return.

Kyle McMahon, Editor-in-Chief

A EDITOR’S NOTE

“Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis 

of possible dissent or controversy.” In this statement there is an 

implicit agreement with our readers to handle any and every 

controversial story with maturity.

919 Old Henderson Road
Columbus OH 43220

www.info-depot.com 614-324-5930
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September 25, 1955: Students enter Charles Will’s English 
class for the first day of school. As class begins, the students 

listen attentively to their teacher’s introduction: this is Will’s 
first year teaching at UAHS. Fifty years 
later, Will has again returned to UAHS 
at the beginning of a new school year, but 
this time for a much different reason: he 
is one of five inductees to the high school’s 
new Educators Hall of Fame.

The new program was created to 
honor the achievements of former teach-
ers, coaches and other faculty members, 
principal Kip Greenhill said. The Hall 
of Fame aims to encourage students and 
current faculty to remember the contri-
butions of former staff members such as 
Will to several generations of UAHS stu-
dents, he said.

“This is a way to honor and recognize 
the people who have led [UAHS] to where 
it stands,” Greenhill said. 

Five teachers were inducted this year: 
former band director Robert Ginther; 
math teacher, basketball coach and prin-
cipal Lester Jackson; social studies teacher and track coach Rich-
ard Larkin; language arts teacher Vera K. Randall; and  language 
arts teacher Charles Will.

To select the inductees, the school placed advertisements re-
questing nominations in the school newsletter, the Upper Ar-

lington Alumni Association website and local newspapers. In all, 
37 former faculty members were nominated, five of whom were 
chosen by a committee made up of language arts teacher Diane 

Haddad and social studies teacher David 
Griffin–both graduates of UAHS–as well 
as Greenhill and members of the alumni 
association, the PTO and the UA Civic As-
sociation.

“It was really difficult to choose,” Grif-
fin said. “There were so many outstanding 
applicants.” 

Griffin said he considered the quality of 
the nomination applications for the teacher 
as well as the teacher’s overall impact on 
the school to select who he believed should 
be inducted. 

To honor each inductee, Greenhill said a 
bronze plaque will be placed outside of the 
classroom where each staff member ent 
the majority of his or her teaching career. 
Each plaque will feature a brief description 
of the accomplishments of the teacher at 
the high school, as well as some of the rea-
sons for his or her nomination.

“What I did was try to summarize the different things that 
people said about them in their letters [of nomination], to cap-
ture the essence of the comments made [about] the nominee,” 
Greenhill said.

Due to a delay in the production of the plaques, Greenhill was 

Educators Hall of Fame opens its doors
•samUNDERWOOD

Former English teacher Charles Will and Hazel and 
Gary Ginther, representing the late Robert Ginther, 
are honored at the Oct. 14 football game.

photo • mollyEVERETT

•samUNDERWOOD

Soaring fuel prices impact student budgets

Junior Eric Tseng winces as he swipes 
his credit card through the pump at the 

gas station. Refilling his car has become 
an expensive errand, as gas prices in cen-
tral Ohio have recently spiked to nearly 
$3 per gallon, too high for Tseng’s tastes. 

Yet he is not alone. The effects of 
two recent hurricanes in the Gulf Coast 
have forced some students as well as the 
school district and local cities to con-
serve fuel wherever possible.  

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita inflict-
ed widespread devastation on the oil 
industry, which has yet to fully recover. 
According to the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA), a subsidiary of 

the U.S. Department of Energy, 16 crude 
oil refineries along the Gulf Coast were 
shut down in late September due to the 
threat posed by the quickly approaching 
Hurricane Katrina. By Oct. 21, crude 
oil production in the U.S. had already 
increased six percent, although it re-
mained 20 percent lower than produc-
tion in Oct. 2004.

However, supply shortages remain, as 
deficits due to the two hurricanes cur-
rently total about 1 million barrels per 
day, an amount equivalent to approxi-
mately 42 million gallons per day, accord-
ing to the Oct. 25 EIA Daily Report.

Low gasoline supplies coupled with 

high demand makes for a difficult time 
for consumers, said John Van Krevel, 
owner of Mideast Gas Systems, a Dub-
lin, Ohio-based fuel supplier.

“It’s a matter of supply and demand,” 
Van Krevel said. “Right now you have a 
number of refineries on the Gulf Coast 
that are out of commission. When they 
get back online you’re probably going to 
see a reduction in prices.”

Wholesale prices have already start-
ed to decrease, Van Krevel said. Where-
as gas cost about $2.20 per gallon just af-
ter Katrina hit, by Oct. 6 it had already 
declined nearly 40 cents to $1.84 per 
gallon, he said. However, he remained 
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Family Connection 
website assists students

•inyoungKANG

With college visits, SATs and application deadlines just 
around the corner, pressure is building for seniors still 

making college plans. Fortunately, the College Center has 
launched a new website, Family Connection, making the ap-
plication process easier for students.

According to the October UA Update newsletter, Fam-
ily Connection—formerly known as TCCi—helps the 
school offi ce keep in touch with students’ college and ca-
reer plans and provide them with information specifi c to 
these plans.

The website contains information on upcoming events, 
scholarship opportunities and links to other web resources. 
It states that it has many features helpful to students when 
planning for college. 

One of the site’s key features is the profi le, which includes 
all of a student’s personal information, such as standardized 
test scores and class rank. The website calls itself as a “one 
stop shop for college planning.”

Family Connection helps streamline the college planning 
process, junior Lauren Nourse said.

“It’s really nice that everything’s in one place… It’s easier 
than trying to pull it together yourself,” Nourse said.

Senior Stephen Gee said he used the website to check 
test scores and make sure everything was up-to-date.

“Everything’s electronic [so] you can see if the school has 
records of your scores,” Gee said. “All [the information] is 
together, so you don’t have to go to your counselor and the 
college center, and then check your transcript again.”

For more information, go to http://connection.naviance.
com/uahs, or visit the College Center. 

unsure when the plaques would appear in school, although he 
was optimistic they would arrive soon.

In addition, the marching band held an education-themed 
recognition ceremony during halft ime at the Oct. 14 football 
game. Th is ceremony paid tribute to former band director Bob 
Ginther, who taught at UAHS during the 1960s and ’70s, current 
band director Mike Manser said.

“We looked through old notes of music ... and watched lots of 
16mm fi lm to try to give what style of show Mr. Ginther would 
have done in the ’60s and early ’70s,” Manser said. 

He said the plaques for each teacher were read while the 
band played “Pomp and Circumstance.” Hazel and Gary Gin-
ther—the late teacher’s wife and son— as well as Will were pres-
ent at the ceremony. 

Although the band does not plan to perform a similar cer-
emony for next year’s inductees, the program will continue in-
defi nitely, according to Greenhill. Th is year’s members will be 
joined by fi ve additional inductees next year, and two every 
other year thereaft er.  

Honoring teachers who can have a major impact on students’ 
lives is one of the goals of the Hall of Fame, Griffi  n said.

“One of the reasons I’m proud to be on this [committ ee] is 
teachers have a profound impact on students,” Griffi  n said. 
“Teachers really can shape peoples lives. When you have a great 
teacher, we [teachers] know it, the students know it, but a lot of 
times the community doesn’t know it.”

Th e program is a welcome addition to the high school, sopho-
more Jimmy Trotier said.

“I think it’s a great idea, giving back to the people who have 
given a lot to us,” Trotier said.

Greenhill hopes the program will help students and current 
faculty remember the accomplishments of former staff .

“I hope it goes forever,” he said. “I’d like to see the whole school 
fi lled with plaques.”

unsure when consumers would see this 
decrease reflected in prices at the pump.

These high prices have hit many stu-
dents hard. Sophomore Kyle Sexton de-
scribed them as “outrageous.”

Sexton said the U.S. should explore op-
tions in Alaska and the Middle East to 
help keep up with demand and possibly 
lower prices.

However, some students have not been 
as affected, such as junior Alex Mahylis. 

“I just drive less,” he said. “My parents 
pay for gas, so I don’t care.”

Despite widespread concern, Ameri-
cans may be able to learn a lesson from this 
experience, junior Grace Tober said. 

“I think we might have been kind of 
spoiled about the price of gas before,” she 
said. “Now we’ll look at it from a differ-
ent perspective.”

• •

Effective Sept. 7, superintendent 
William Schaefer suspended all fi eld 
trips requiring school buses and vans 
to save fuel, although the ban was 
lifted Oct. 17.

Although fuel remains expensive 
for the district, the supply has stabi-
lized, district transportation director 
Joe Herchko said.

“Right now fuel is readily avail-
able,” Herchko said. 

No curriculum-related trips were 
missed, he said, and the district cur-
rently has no plans to cancel more trips 
due to high fuel costs or low levels of 
supplies in the foreseeable future.

Other central Ohio school districts 
have been affected as well. The Co-
lumbus Dispatch reported on Oct. 5 
that Columbus Public Schools face a 
$3.5 million defi cit due to high fuel 
costs, although no cuts are planned.

In addition, in early October the 
City of Upper Arlington increased its 
fuel budget by $100,000 due to rising 
fuel costs, but it does not  plan to elim-
inate any programs or events, fi nance 
director Cathe Armstrong said. 

“A lot of things are for the health 
and safety of the citizens,” she said,  
“and those we can’t cut out.” 

Local schools feeling 
the squeeze

•

graphic • macSOULT

•
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Sophomore

Vikram
Santhanam

Hi, Vikram. What do you think of 
the music on Fridays?

I think it’s fine. Although I would like 
to hea more rap.

Who’s your favorite Fab 12 member?
I don’t ant to play favorites ... I’m 
friends with most of them, and I ant-
ed to try out but I didn’t have time.

What were you for Halloween?
I as Batman. I love the movies, and 

Batman’s my favorite natural superhero.
What do you mean by “natural superhero”?

He doesn’t have any supe powers.
If you had one super power, what would 
it be?

The ability to fly. I could be Batman! O maybe 
Superman. I don’t think Batman can fly ...

Doesn’t it bother you when superheros 
wear their underwear on the outside of 
their uniforms?

No, it’s much bette that ay. That’s hat 
makes them look like superheros!

Well, don’t start wearing your under-
wear over your jeans, Vikram. Thanks 
for chatting.

A THE FEATURE PAGE

The final parking spot lists were 
posted outside the attendance 

office in mid-September. Many stu-
dents did not receive a spot, causing 
questions to arise about the strict 
sharing policies.

Senior Krisztina Nadasdy said she 
disagreed with the rigid rules.

“I don’t think the school should de-
cide what you can or 
can’t do with your 
spot … once it’s yours,” 
she said. “You should 
be allowed to do what 
you want with it, like 
letting others use it.”

Junior class presi-
dent Juan Machado 
said the current poli-
cies were inflexile due 
to the limited amount of parking space.

“You are only allowed to register 
one car and you really have no author-
ity over your parking spot,” he said.

Machado said he would prefer 
that students were allowed to share 
parking spots with their friends, but 
this would lead to unprecedented 
numbers of applicants.

“We would have 500 [students] 
applying every year for a parking 
spot, and about half of those appli-
cants would only apply to grant their 
friends their spots,” Machado said.

This would complicate the applica-
tion process because class officers do not 
check if applicants have a driver’s license; 
students only have to register their cars 

on the application.
The applicants are 

chosen in a supervised 
lind lottery where 
the four class officers 
randomly pick names.

“A lot of people be-
lieve we assign spots 
according to grades 
and aivities, but this 
is not the case,”  Mach-

ado said. “Even the class officers don’t 
automatically get spots.”

Due to restricted space, only a few 
applicants are chosen from the junior 
and senior classes. However, those 
who do not receive spots their junior 
year are automatically guaranteed 
one their senior year if they apply 
again, Machado said.

“I don’t think the 

school should decide 

what you can or can’t 

do with your spot ... 

once it’s yours.”
•Senior Krisztina Nadasdy

•

With the Bird Flu virus threatening to run rampant across 
the globe, health officials are emphasizing the importance of 
proper hand washing to avoid disease. The proper sudsing 
technique is outlined below.

Trading spaces
Students question parking policies
•inyoungKANG

Start your hand washing regimen by turning on 
the water just like the song says: “Hot Hot Hot!” 
Or at least as hot as you can stand it. Remember: 
soap doesn’t kills germs; hot water does! Using 
school facilities, you should be able to get the 
water to at least 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

If the school’s dispenser isn’t empty or 
broken, soap up your Bear paws like you’re 
rubbing your rosary beads ... or your Buddha 
figurine—whatever. Remember to get under 
those grubby nails where germs like to hide. 

Now WASH those germs right offa your paws! Your 
sudsy soap has surrounded the accumulated dirt. 
Plenty of HOT water (described in Figure 1) and 
good old-fashioned chutzpa will rid your hands of 
unwanted friends! 

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

SOMETHING TO 
THINK ABOUT 
WHILE SUDSING: 
Remember the kid 
who was “mining 
for gold” yesterday 
while he typed on 
the LC computer?  
Well, he might 
have been on 
YOUR computer 
the previous 
period! Need we 
say more?

Now dry your hands on your personal hygienic cloth 
brought from home. Those levers you have to push to 
release paper towels are teeming with little germies just 
waiting to hitch a ride on your freshly deloused digits! 
Push open the bathroom door with your hip, and touch 
nothing for the remainder of the day, including yourself.

infographic • chrissyHUMMEL
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In comparison to surrounding schools UAHS may seem old, yet 
it continues to uphold academic excellence along with an out-

standing faculty and curriculum. But when it comes to the build-
ing itself, how does UAHS compare to other local high schools?

According to Debie Crockett, the secretary of building ser-
vices and student aivities, UAHS has roughly 84 classrooms 
with a student population of about 1,965. All classrooms are oc-
cupied throughout the day and a few English classes are even held 
in the Learning Center due to the facility’s lack of space.

Despite complaints of institutional green hallways and ‘50s-styled architecture, 
UA facilities can still compete with neighboring schools’ contemporary designs

•aprilREIFF

photos • aprilREIFF

UAHS (below) and Thomas Worthington (above) were both built in the late ‘40s and are similar in 
structure. Both classrooms have the same TVs, windows, walls and lights.

to the

Assistant principal Paul Craft described the classrooms in the 
LC as uncomfortale for students.

“The maximum capacity for that classroom is 15 to 20 stu-
dents because there isn’t much room,” Craft said. “The desks are 
already too close together. The only thing separating that class 
from the LC forum are cubical walls.”

Craft said this alternative classroom setting would only be 
temporary because a student decrease will occur.

“After the junior class graduates, we are expected to see a stu-
dent population decrease of about 200, 
allowing more classroom space for stu-
dents and teachers,” Craft said.

Hilliard Davidson High School, 
which was built in the late 1980s, cur-
rently has 1,980 students according 
to the 2005-06 OCC roster.  It too is 
having difficulties accommodating the 
building’s large number of students. 
Davidson assistant principal Cindi 
Goldhaber said attendance will be hit-
ting 2,000 by the end of first semester.

Because Davidson is heavily popu-
lated, modular classrooms were placed 
outside of the school in addition to the 
130 classrooms inside the school.

“Students enjoy these modular class-
rooms because they are new,” Goldhaber 
said. “They are exactly like a classroom 
but in a trailer-like structure. There are 
10 modular classrooms, all equipped 
with air conditioners and appliances a 
regular classroom would have.”

Thomas Worthington High School 
was first built in 1949. Judith Reider, 
secretary to the Thomas assistant prin-
cipal, said it can be closely compared 
to UAHS.

“[It] was built around the time 
[UAHS] was built,” Reider said. 
“Throughout the years we have had 
three separate additions, the latest oc-
curring in 1989.”

Reider said the population of Thom-
as is increasing, much like Davidson. 

1           2           3          4           5           6      7              9          10        11  

Measuring UP
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students and is expected to rise to 1,900 in the near future, caus-
ing a prolem with the approximated count of 90 classrooms in 
the building.

In contrast to Thomas, Dulin Jerome High School, which was 
recently built in 2004, has a total of only 1,283 students in an 83- 
classroom facility. Unlike its central Ohio high school contempo-
raries, Jerome is not suffering from overcrowding.  

According to Jerome English teacher Laura Mills, “All of the 
classrooms are occupied by students with roughly 21 students per 
classroom. We try to keep the amount  of students per classroom 
no higher than 25 in order to ensure a good learning environment 
for students and teachers.”

Worthington Kilbourne High School, the latest high school 
addition to the Worthington school system, opened in the fall of 
1991. According to Kilbourne Registrar Suzanne Hoyt, the school 
has about 1,560 students and 72 classrooms.

With the exception of Jerome, Kilbourne is consideraly newer 
than other area schools. The building reflects this fact in its design 
deviations from most traditional high schools, such as UAHS.

“[Kilbourne] was designed from a service-based plan for the 
students,” Hoyt said. “There is a service corridor from the front 
entrance to the gym with all the administrative offices, which 
makes it much easier for visitors to find their way upon immedi-
ate entrance into the building.” 

Craft said at the time UAHS was built, the layout of the school 
was the best around, but that isn’t necessarily the case today.

“Throughout the years we have better organized the class-
rooms to be stationed by subject,” Craft said. “However, every-
thing doesn’t just come to you when you walk into the front doors, 
which may be confusing for some, but it works out fine.”

Rieder said the layout of Thomas could be improved much like 
UAHS, and factors like student population increase or decrease 
can make or break the current layout of the school.

“At the time this high school was built there weren’t nearly as 
many students as there are now. Of course over the years classes 
have been switched around, making the layout a little crazy,” 
Rieder said.

Although UAHS may be old in structure, technologically it is 
still keeping up. Students who attended UAHS last year noticed 
the 267 new computers in the building; however, information for 
accessing the student servers was easy for students to access.

LC media ecialist Laura Piazza said there is little technol-
ogy support within the high school, creating a prolem for stu-
dents at the high school.

“New computers were recently put into the building; how-
ever, a new system was used. Because of that nobody knows 
how to get onto their servers. The support of making sure that 
everybody knew how to use the new computers was lacking,” 
Piazza said.

Thomas also provides a total of 200 computers encompass-
ing four computer labs for students; however, a computer is not 
provided in every room for student access.

Because Kilbourne is a newer school, Hoyt said there are 
more technological options for students.

“Classrooms that are grouped together are centered around a 
computer lab with more than enough computers to accommo-
date classes. When designing this building, we wanted to place 
as many computer labs as we could that would be designated for 
students and classes,” Hoyt said.

Reider said at Thomas there are a good amount of computers 
designated for student use.

“There are four computer labs and computers that can be 
used in the library,” she said.

At Davidson, Goldhaber said students are up-to-date with 
technology because of the availability of laptop carts.

“We use laptop carts for students in classrooms. There are 
eight laptop carts that can be checked out. They have 12-15 
laptops with a printer and [they network]. Also there a various 
computer labs for students; however, the business classes seem to 
take up most of the computers,” Goldhaber said.

Although the classroom facilities at UAHS may be old, the 
new resources lend themselves to providing a successful learning 
environment for students. UAHS, like many high schools, is not 
perfect, but students at UAHS have proved that having the newest 
classrooms does not necessarily make a difference academically.

“Even though UAHS may not be brand new like some schools 
in the Columbus area, we make up for that with our academic 
excellence,” Craft said. “We’re maintaining what we have fine 
now, and it’s working for us quite well.”

photo • aprilREIFF

Worthington Kilbourne, which was built in 1991, has similar classrooms, but the 
physical layout of the building is different from most traditional schools, such as 
UAHS. However both schools are ranked similarly academically. •

graphic • macSOULT
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DON’T DRINK AND DANCE.

JUST DON’T.

Mixed
Messages
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“G
o! Go! Go!” chants a crowd of rowdy teens. As 
the group erupts in cheers, Jack*, a senior at 
UAHS, wins the race.

While he is used to being cheered on by his 
teammates, this time it is different; Jack just 

won a drinking contest. Despite his coach’s warnings, Jack is swayed by 
the other influences in his life, and he continues to break the UA athletic 
code—and Ohio law—with his underage drinking. 

“Drinking is just a social aivity,” he said. “It is just a part of my 
social life.”

Many American teens like Jack are constantly bombarded by TV, 
movies, billboards, T-shirts, family, friends and the internet. The mes-
sages they receive from these sources often conflict. One day they enjoy 
an OSU football tailgate party with alcohol; a few days later they wear 
the student government’s campaign T-shirt that states “Don’t Drink 
and Dance.”

Media Messages
According to Georgetown University’s Center of Alcohol Marketing 

(CAMY) teens are targeted by companies that could make any profit 
from them, eecially the ever-increasing alcohol industry. Teens receive 
a variety of mixed messages about alcohol from family members, friends 
and the media on a daily basis. A 2003 study conducted by CAMY stat-
ed that teens are 96 times more likely to see a product ad for alcohol than 
one about the consequences of underage consumption. 

Dana Schoenleb, UA’s chemical abuse coordinator, said advertising is 
one of the biggest reasons for underage drinking.

“Kids get the biggest message for alcohol use from the media,” Schoen-
leb said. “The [influence is] staggering.” 

Teens are being increasingly targeted by alcohol ads, eecially in 
youth culture periodicals such as Spin, Rolling Stone, Vibe and Maxim, 
according to a 2003 CAMY study. Almost $6 billion is ent on alcohol 
advertising and promotion annually, using a plethora of media venues 
and integrating clever marketing devices such as humor, sex or glamour 
to convey the image that alcohol is clearly linked with good times.

“Alcohol advertisements associate drinking with fun,” Jack said, 
“which definitely sends mixed messages to teens.”

In 2002, CAMY said 45 percent of beer marketers’ advertised to 
more adolescents than adults, and that 10 magazines with at least a quar-
ter of their readers under 21 accounted for almost a third of all alcohol ad 
expenditures. In 2002 Maxim, which has 3.2 million readers 12 to 

photo illustration • lindseySWANSON, DARE, skyyVODKA
*denotes student whose name has been changed

Advertising campaigns 
for alcoholic beverages, 
drug-abuse programs 
leave students conflicting 
on underage drinkingMixed

Messages
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Most UA students are educated during their child-
hood about the dangers of drinking. According to 

the 2002 Primary Prevention Awareness, Attitude and Use 
Survey, (PPAAUS), 90 percent of sophomores participated 
in Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE). 

“The DARE curriculum is given through elementary and 
now middle school,” 
UA’s District Chemical 
Abuse Coordinator, Dana 
Schoenleb said. “[Alco-
hol education] is inte-
grated into health classes 
at younger ages and as 
well as the high school 
level, and kids can [par-
ticipate] in programs on 
a voluntary basis.”

Senior Mallory Col-
lins, Student Council 
President said the school 
takes extra steps to in-
still positive behavior in 
the students.

“Before Homcoming 
Dance 2005, all home-
rooms watched a video 
about the dangers of un-
derage drinking,” Collins said. “Also, Student Council  mem-
bers wore brightly colored shirts discouraging drinking.”

The Drug-Free Students group passed out red ribbons 
during the week of Oct. 24 to attract attention to the 
problem of underage drinking and use of other drugs.

UA parent, Jenny Schneider, said the-alcohol educa-
tion program teaches students what alcohol does to the 
body; however, until kids have witnessed or experienced 
it themselves, they do not truly value it.

Collins said she clearly retained the information on 
drinking. 

“But it’s not going to stop people’s behavior or dis-
courage drinking,” Collins said. “It’s high school; drink-
ing is just part of it.”

Schoenleb said that while UA’s drug and tobacco num-
bers have decreased in recent years, alcohol use has not 
fluctuated much, therefore the program cannot be called 
either effective or ineffective in preventing alcohol use.

“I see the problem of alcohol as a barrier to students 
in their education and just growing up,” Schoenleb said. 
“I think it can be dealt with.”

Upper Arlington has instituted Saturday Morning 
Workshop through Franklin County Safe and Drug-Free 
School Consortion, where students found abusing alco-
hol or other drugs and their family attend a clinic on their 
drinking behaviors. 

“Students may have been caught one time for an event, 
but there could be a bigger problem,” Schoenleb said. 
“[The workshop] just opens up lines of communication 
between the family.” 

In addition to being illegal, underage drinking can turn 
extremely dangerous with various forms of consumption. 

Binge drinking–defined as men having five or more drinks 
on one occasion, women having four or more–is extremely 
hazardous and can have damaging affects. 

Dana Schoenleb, UA’s chemical abuse coordinator, said 
alcohol has more effects on kids than adults.

“It attacks the brain cells quicker, it attacks the liver 
quicker, and health damages [result,]” he said. 

Schoenleb said the most frequent excuse for underage 
drinking is boredom and availability. He said a majority 
of kids do not know the risks associated with bingeing or 
drinking in general.

“‘Drinking’ for kids is more ‘binge drinking,’” Schoen-

20 years old, sold $21.8 million in ads to brewers alone. 
“[These types of advertisements only show] the good aects of 

drinking; you don’t see any of the negative,” Schoenleb said. “If they 
showed the negative aects of drinking, we might have a reduction [in 
the number of underage drinkers.]”

Flipping through readily-accessile magazines, anyone can stumle 
upon fascinating alcohol promotions. Heather Graham’s Skyy Vodka 
print ad, where she poses as a sex symbol holding a beverage, has been 
pulished in numerous widely read magazines such as InStyle, Cosmo-
politan, and Entertainment Weekly.

According to the 2002 Primary Prevention Awareness, Attitude 
and Use Survey, (PPAAUS), which monitors students’ use of alcohol, 
53 percent of UAHS sophomores felt the media sent mixed messages 
about alcohol use, while only 19 percent felt the media said it is not OK 
to use alcohol if under 21 years of age.

“Whenever you see an ad it shows really attraive people that teens 
aspire to be,” Jack said. “It never really shows the realistic side of drink-
ing, such as getting sick or something.” 

Schoenleb said alcohol is eecially dominant during televised 
sporting events. According to CAMY, industry codes for advertis-
ing beer and distilled spirits are limited to audiences with a majority 
of viewers of legal drinking age. But because 70 percent of America’s 
population is over 21, it allows placements almost everywhere except 
for young children’s TV shows.

Reinforcement of advertisers’ messages are found in hit teen songs 
and movies, which may portray underage drinking as an aect of ado-
lescent life. “Tipsy,” J-Kwon’s chart-topping rap song that can be heard 
on many radio stations, mocks the dangers of underage drinking with 
lyrics that joke, “Teen drinking is very bad/Yo I got a fake ID though.” 

“It’s a pretty universal aivity for people our age,” Jack said. 
The movie Mean Girls, which is set in a “typical” high school, dis-

plays the main charaer drinking at a party with friends, supporting 
the party scene as a popular and accepted occurrence.

According to the PPAAUS, 43 percent of UA sophomores said they 
received mixed messages about the use of alcohol, while only 10 per-
cent received the message that it is not okay to use alcohol from music.

Kendal Kelly, who wrote Media Blitz, said the law, which states no 
one under 21 can drink, is not congruent with culture.

District’s drinking-prevention 
program yields little change

Binge drinking jopardizes 
personal well-being, scoffs law

“To really fix the 

problem [of underage 

drinking] you have 

to fix the parents’ 

and cultural attitudes 

towards drinking. In 

every other country 

alcohol is not seen as a 

problem in general, so 

teen drinking is not a 

problem.”
•Senior Jack*

•
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“Drinking is a social norm in American culture,” Kelly said. “It’s 
tolerated and even encouraged in college.” Kelly said.

Community Messages
Family, eecially parents, also constitute a major component of 

teens’ decisions to use alcohol. According to a “Journal of Studies on 
Alcohol,” adolescents drink less and have fewer alcohol-related prob-
lems when their parents discipline them consistently and set clear ex-
pectations.

“But kids’ social drinking is completely different from parent’s so-
cial drinking,” Schoenleb said. “That’s why it’s such a big issue.”

UA parent Jenny Schneider  has discussed drinking with her children, 
addressing concerns from peer pressure to repercussions. Schneider said 
parents are responsile for enforcing the rules they set for their children, 
but that underage drinking cannot be solved in UA alone.

However, Jack said his parents do not have a prolem with his 
drinking, because they agree with other cultures’ views on drinking.

“To really fix the prolem [of underage drinking] you have to fix 
the parental and cultural attitudes towards drinking,” Jack said. “In 
every other country alcohol is not seen as a prolem in general, so teen 
drinking is not a prolem.”

Jack said he has seen some cases, such as when students have par-
ents who are extremely against drinking, where the student is driven 
to drink.

Collins said trusting relationships with parents are a main reason 
kids may abstain from alcohol, but that it makes them unpredictale 
when it comes to drinking.

“They may act cool in some situations, joking and making no big 
deal about it with their kids,” Collins said. “But in reality, when they 
find out their kid drinks, they completely lose it and get their kid in a 
ton of troule.” 

Collins and Schneider said they think the majority of Arling-
ton parents are against underage drinking, but that it is not al-
ways discouraged. 

“What concerns me is that there seems to be a group of parents who 
turn a lind eye,” Schneider said. 

leb said. “Kids aren’t social drinkers as much as they are 
party drinkers.”

Jack*, a senior at UAHS, said the environment in which 
teens drink affects their consumption.

“The party atmosphere is more like, ‘go-crazy,’” Jack* said. 
“It depends on that. It is a more ‘stimulant’ acticitivy, where 
like movies and dinner are more laid back.”

From beer bongs to beer pong, binge drinking can eas-
ily increase the rate of consumption when party games 
are involved.

Senior Mallory Collins said, “Games are like a fun sport 
that people can socialize over and participate in. It makes it 
easier on the kids to drink because they’re focusing on hav-
ing fun and not paying attention to drinking responsibly.” 

Jack* echoed this sentiment.
“I have witnessed friends do stupid and dangerous 

things. Hopefully they have learned some lessons,” Jack* 
said. “One night my friends thought it would be a really 

good idea to split a bottle of vodka. They got sick and it was 
not a fun night.”

According to the 2002 PPAAUS, students may use alcohol 
at school, parties, home or work; 47 percent of sophomores 
reported using alcohol at all four locations at least once.

These individuals may come into possession though the 
use of fake or borrowed IDs from older friends or siblings; 
some steal alcohol from their own houses, friends or stores, 
and others simply ask older relatives, co-workers, friends or 
strangers to buy alcohol for them.

The PPAAUS survey showed that 21 percent of sopho-
mores purchased alcohol themselves, while 19 percent re-
ceived it from family members.

Jenny Schneider, a parent of two UAHS students, said, 
“The liquor stores have been busted by cops for selling to 
underage drinkers several times. [It seems] they feel that they 
make more profit off of selling to kids and then paying fines 
than not selling at all.” •
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visily see alcohol, or are convinced that even though their children’s 
friends drink, their own does not. 

Collins said many parents are relieved to fi nd out their kids are “ just 
drinking” and not using harder drugs, when in reality there are actually 
more deaths from alcohol than from all other illegal drugs combined.

Schneider is concerned about the health dangers that may result if 
students hide their drinking.

“I am concerned with teens being so drunk [that they are] embar-
rassed to go home to their families,” Schneider said. “Parents are bett er 
equipped to take care of sick children than their friends.”

Social and Health Consequences
If convicted of using a fake ID a person could pay up to $200 in 

court fees, be required to serve over 20 hours of community service, 
lose their driver’s license or  end up to 30 days in jail. Th e consequenc-
es of an adult providing alcohol are even higher: if caught, the adult can 
be charged with contributing to the delinquency of a minor,  end up 
to one year in jail and be fi ned up to $2,500. 

Students who steal may be charged with shoplift ing, but theft  may 
even go as far as “garage hopping,” where alcohol is stolen out of strangers’ 
open garages. In this situation teens can be charged not only as a minor in 
possession, but for burglary and breaking and entering as well. 

Collins said many kids overlook the potential life-long consequenc-
es associated with underage drinking, such as brain or liver damage, as 
well as losing friends because of drugs.

Th ough it may not be on a permanent record, the act of consuming 
excess amounts of alcohol at a young age can be just as devastating. 

According to C. Carpenter’s book, “Heavy Alcohol Use and Youth 
Suicide,” heavy drinkers are twice as likely as non-drinkers to att empt 
self injury and contemplate or att empt suicide, along with an increased 
risk of alcohol dependency as an adult.

Alcohol abuse can lead to social and physical prolems. Schoenleb 
said health-related prolems, drinking and driving, poor att endance, 
risk of addiction and death are his biggest concerns. 

“It may result in pregnancy, reduced grades or changes in friends 
that you might not necessarily have made,” Schoenleb said.

Also DUIs can severely impact student’s futures, possily resulting 
with jail time, heavy fi nes, douled insurance rates, loss of license, loss 
of employment, att orney fees and lawsuits.

“I just think that it’s the high-risk behavior and making a bad choice, 
and then adding alcohol to the mix,” Schoenleb said. “You’re not going 
to have a good result.”

 Th e best advice is to just say no to drugs and reach out to abstaining 
friends, Schoenleb said

As long as carry-out liquor stores continue to sell to underage 
drinkers and parents turn a lind eye, Schneider said, kids will drink.

“If kids think the only way to have a good time is to drink they’ll be 
missing out on a lot of life,” Schneider said.

Schoenleb said many help groups are availale for any person bat-
tling an alcohol addiction, such as Alcoholics Anonymous, private or 
school counselors and school resource people like himself.

“You can still make a strong decision and set a good example for the 
other kids to show that you can still have fun [soberly],” Schoenleb said. 
“Just because you don’t make the right decision once doesn’t mean you 
have to again.”

Many people believe the reason America’s drinking is so 
problamatic is due to the high age requirement instituted 

to prevent drinking.
According to The Stanton Peele Addiction website, the 

United States is one of the few countries that experiences a 
large volume of problems associated with drinking. Cultures 
such as Italy, Spain, France and China, as well as the Greek 
and Jewish religions, view alcohol in a positive light, institut-
ing drinking early as an important aspect of religion, pleasure 
and socialization.

Peele’s article, “How Culture Infl uences the Way People 
Drink,” states Italians classify alcohol as a typical beverage, 
associating it with everyday use, food consumption and avail-
ability nearly everywhere; it is integrated as much as brushing 
your teeth. 

In China drinking is socially approved, but becoming 
drunk is not; those who drink too much are ostracized for 
their actions.

French tradition suggests children as young as 2 should taste 
alcohol; in the U.K. the legal purchasing age for alcohol is 18, 

but children of at least 5 
are permitted to drink out-
side licensed premises. 

In Spain beer can be 
purchased at educational 
centers, such as libraries; 
the drinking age of 16 is 
not enforced.

D.J. Pittman, author 
of Society, Culture, and 
Drinking Patterns Reexam-
ined, wrote that European 
countries allow “youth 
early access to alcoholic 
beverages without the [re-
lated] problems of rowdy 
behavior, vandalism, and 
drunk driving that Ameri-

cans typically associate with youth drinking.”
Pittman said America’s harsh laws, limits and enforcement 

place negative connotations on alcohol, turning drinking hab-
its fatal. 

“The U.S. is the only country where you can be drafted 
to fi ght a war and die before you can go buy a beer at a bar,” 
Jack* said. “My parents agree that is a little bit ridiculous.”

Thousands of studies have confi rmed that when drinking 
is integrated into religious and social customs, alcoholism is 
minimal, but when alcohol is controlled tightly by the gov-
ernment, deviant behavior occurs, as well as a higher chance 
for dependency. 

UA parent Jenny Schneider agrees that alcohol should not be 
portrayed as a “forbidden fruit.” 

“Why not show we can handle it responsibly instead of hid-
ing it from them?” Schneider said. “If you accept it as a part of 
life and you don’t abuse it, you set by example.” 

Peele said many studies have confi rmed that in cultures where 
alcohol is a highly controversial topic, the percentile of alcohol-
ism is also high.

Cultures embracing drinking see 
relatively few alcohol problems

“Why not show [kids 

that adults] can handle 

[alcohol] responsibly 

instead of hiding it 

from kids? If you accept 

it as a part of life and 

you don’t abuse it, you 

set by example.”
•UA parent Jenny Schneider

• •
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as the game itself.
But the UA win-

ning streak would 
only last so long. The 
Gahanna Lincoln 
players loomed over 
the UA girls in both 
size and ego. The Li-
ons brought a whole 
new dimension to 
the game. Some tow-
ered over six feet. The 
girls were as talented 
as their haughty at-
titudes suggested. 
Kills, spiked hits dur-
ing a volley that are 
unplayale by the 
other team, seemed 
to be their ecialty. 
Run and dive as they 
might, Upper Ar-
lington seemed to be 
losing its steam.

It took the leader of the fans to get the team out of their funk. With 
a rousing “Let’s Go Bears” chant followed by the famous thundering 
slow clap, the team seemed to loosen up a bit. This time, when Gahanna 
jumped for their usual kill, senior Anna Hardy was there for the lock.

“ACCESS!” the ringleader yelled with such exhilaration that his 
voice cracked. “DENIED!” resounded the answering fans. 

Although Upper Arlington lost in four games at the end of the night, it 
was an entertaining evening for all. But the devoted boys did not return the 
spandex jerseys. They knew they would be needed for the next game where 
they would once again cheer on their beloved team to a hopeful victory.

•Journalism I student pamSNYDER

It was going to be a hard one to win. The 
team had been down by 4 in the begin-

ning of the game and they were now start-
ing a comeback. If they could keep their 
ferocious opponents in check then they 
could have a chance to win the game. 
Suddenly the team started running, still in 
their cluster. Round and round they went, 
tripping over their own feet, until they 
abruptly broke apart. With primal yells 
they stormed the field seeing certain vic-
tory clearly in their minds.

At any other sports game, these actions 
would be deemed well out of the ordi-
nary. But at soccer games featuring the 

•

Two-ringed circus

•Journalism I student rebeccaHOUSE

Boys in spandex. Not a typical sight to see, but that is exactly what 
the UA leachers held as the girls volleyball team took on Gahanna 

Lincoln, on Sept. 21. Energetic fans filtered through the stuffy gym doors, 
decked out in their lack and gold best. A select few even borrowed tight-
fitting uniform tops for added laughs. With the “U-A-U-A” cheer echoing 
through the sweltering gym, the whistle lew and the game began.  

Such a demonstration of school spirit is not uncommon to see at an 
Upper Arlington girls volleyball game. Much of the team’s success can be 
attributed to the tremendous support of the fans who attend the games. 

“Go Bean! You’re my hero!” a fan bellowed as junior Alexa Bean 
smashed an ace, a serve untouched by the other team, to score Upper 
Arlington its first point against Gahanna. The crowd went wild. With 
an uproar of the “ace cheer” sounding from the stands, teammates sur-
rounded Bean in the huddle echoing the encouraging words that re-
verberated from the stands. Only three years ago, Bean was chastised 
by upperclassmen for making varsity her freshman year, and now her 
serve is one of the team’s best weapons.

The fans were not going to lose steam now. Junior Bonnie Smith 
jumped for a lock, and although she fell to the ground she was lifted up 
by the victorious screaming coming from the leachers. The spandex-
wearing leader of the student section bellowed “Access!” as the rest of 
the section countered, “Denied!” 

It was like watching a two-ringed circus. In one ring was the vol-
leyball game, the paid attraion. The other ring held the free entertain-
ment of the antics of the fans, which proved to be almost as entertaining 

Volleyball fans make 
matches more interesting

Juniors form 
‘metrosexual’ 
soccer team

Fab 12, this behavior is actually considered 
quite normal. 

The antics of the team members create 
a spectacle that are sure to create some sort 
of reaction. Even the advertising is unusual. 
Their eye-catching signs, displaying random 
and bizarre images such as Jell-O and the 
Sultan of Turkey, are well-planned market-
ing devices to garner support for the games.

The Fab 12 soccer team, a non-school 
sponsored team, is comprised mostly of 
Upper Arlington juniors. Proudly wearing 
startling purple jerseys with fluorescent pink 
writing, the team hopes to express their 
support for metrosexuality. A metrosexual, 
by definition, is a heterosexual male who 
is in touch with his feminine side. Despite 
the team’s mantra, the behavior of the team 
cannot always be attributed to a fondness for 
color coordination and exfoliation.  For the 
most part, the team simply acts outrageous.

In the intense match against the Jones 
eighth grade soccer team, the team did not 
disappoint in delivering a show. One mem-

ber of the Fab 12 played without shoes while 
another shined his team member’s shoes 
with his own jersey after he scored a goal. 
Some players lapsed into melodrama when 
the game became too intense. After missing 
a goal, junior Juan Machado spectacularly 
dropped to his knees and struck the ground 
in anger, an instance where the team’s testos-
terone predominance was more apparent. 

The antics of the Fab 12 inspired their 
opponents to bend the rules of the game. 

A certain blonde middle school player 
became an especially aggressive defender 
and catapulted himself onto the back of se-
nior Mario Maier. Maier responded in turn 
by whirling his opponent around in a circle 
until the middle school player leapt off and 
ambled away in a zigzagged path. The Jones 
team soon learned it was outmatched in 
practice, size, and fashion sense. Not even 
broken nails and frizzy hair could prevent the 
Fab 12 from achieving a decisive victory.

Junior Tiffany Epps (8) sets the ball, with junior 
Bonnie Smith (12) ready to react. The Bears finished 
their home schedule Oct. 13 against Chillicothe.

photo • karenSMITH

Story continued on page 19.
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2003-2004 season. It was reported that the NHL 
has lost around $230 million in sponsorship 
revenue, and it also lost its $60 million national 
cale television contract with ESPN.

Along with the new rules listed above, 
many players have changed teams due to 
the expiration of their contracts or to salary 
cap troule of their former teams. The best 
of the players who have changed teams 
are Peter Foresberg, now of Philadelphia, 
Scott Niedermayer of Anaheim, Nikolai 
Khabibulin of Chicago, Boby Holik of 
Atlanta and Adam Foote of Columbus.

Not only did the NHL lose the 2004 season, but 
it lost millions of dollars and a great deal of fans as 
well. With the adoption of new rules and looks to 
teams, the NHL will reopen its doors in an attempt 
to regain the popularity of its past so it can compete 
with the top sports in America once again.

After observing the antics of the 
Fab 12 soccer team, a spectator re-
turns home with a mixture of bewil-
derment and amusement. The image 

After the 2004-05 season’s lockout, Blue Jackets left-wing Rick Nash had to wait until the end of Oc-
tober to return to NHL action. He suffered a sprained ankle early in the 2005-06 season.

the NHLPA on Feb. 13, 2005, to 
see if a late deal could be made. 
Without any success, NHL 
commissioner Gary Bettman 
was forced to officially cancel 
the season on Feb. 16. Hockey 
legends Wayne Gretzky and 
Mario Lemiuex, both part 
owners of two NHL teams, 
tried to save the season after 
the announcement, but no 
agreement could be reached.

In the end there was no 
season. Eventually summer 
came along without the 

Stanley Cup Finals, but in July both the NHL 
and the NHLPA resumed negotiations. Finally 
on July 13, after multiple meetings, the two sides 
reached an agreement and the lockout officially 
ended on July 22. At 301 days, it was the longest 
lockout in North American sports history.

 Even though the start of the 2005 NHL 
season has commenced, the loss of the last 
season could be very costly for the league 
and its sport. The popularity of hockey in 
America was growing, but the loss of a year 
will definitely stunt its growth.

The NHL has lost millions of dollars due 
to the lack of a season and it will continue to 
lose more this season. Attendance at games is 
expected to be significantly lower than in the 

•

NHL aims to win back fans
It was the fall of 2004, the 

leaves were turning brown 
and the temperatures were 
dropping. The college football 
season was halfway through, 
the NFL games were in 
progress and all the seeds were 
set for the MLB playoffs. 

But as the hockey season 
was supposed to begin at 
all levels, the doors of NHL 
arenas across the country 
were locked and there was 
no intention of opening them. 
So began the NHL lockout, 
on Sept. 16, 2004.

Dealing primarily with the leagues 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and 
its salary cap, the NHL and the NHL Players 
Association (NHLPA) failed to reach an 
agreement by the Sept. 15 deadline. Before 
it expired, the old CBA was signed in 1995 
after a lockout in the 1994-1995 NHL season, 
which forfeited 36 games. The CBA was then 
re-negotiated in 1998 and was set up to last 
until 2004. So, when September 15 had passed 
without a deal, the NHL Board of Governors 
decided to delay the start of the 2004 season.

As the delay of the season continued, the 
U.S. Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service called a meeting between the NHL and 

Changing the Rules

In an effort to win back the sponsors 
and fans, the league created new rules, 
to make games more exciting, including:

a three-player shootout if teams are still 
tied after a five minute overtime pe-
riod, which was created for excitement 
and to make ties a thing of the past

the size of the goalies pads, catcher and 
blocking gloves have been reduced 
to create an opportunity for more 
scoring

 two-line passing, which includes 
passes from one blue line dividing the 
rink to the next, has been allowed to 
create more chances for breakaways

 the tag-up offside rule has been 
legalized, which allows players 
who are offside to recover and 
avoid the penalty, or “tag-up.” This 
rule avoids the stoppage of play, 
often cited as ruining the flow of an 
intense game

 the goals have been moved back two 
feet closer to the boards, which adds 
four feet more space to the rink

 goalies are not allowed to handle 
the puck behind the goal-line, mak-
ing it easier for the opposition to 
win possession of the puck

photo courtesy • KRT Campus/georgeBRIDGES

•

•jonnyGRIFFITH

of respectable classmates running 
around in purple jerseys in hopes 
of expressing their respect for their 
womanly attributes is enough to leave 
a spectator chuckling long after the fi-
nal whistle blows.

source • cbcSPORTS 

Story continued from page 17.
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RIGHT• Junior Bo Hoag follows the ball on 
the 14th hole at the Players’ Club on Oct. 
22.  The boys golf team took second place 
to Dublin Jerome with a score of 642.

BELOW • Dribbling the ball by his Groveport 
Madison defender, junior J.J. Holzworth 
drives to the goal. The Bears won the 
Oct. 11 game, their second-to-last season 
game, 6-1.

Sports
pread

The

BELOW •  The fi eld hockey team’s senior forward 
Alex Chakeres pulls the ball away from her 
Olentangy opponent.  The second-ranked 
Bears dominated the fi rst round of their Oct. 
17 OHSAA State tournament, beating Olen-
tangy 5-0.   

photo • lindseySWANSON

photo • colinKAPAROS

photo • emilyMEAD
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we have many students who change their minds or want to add/
drop in the summer or even into the fall,” Peeles said. “Th is results 
in closed classes and less opportunities for everyone.”

Regardless of scheduling, arts teachers remain steadfast about 
keeping as many students as possile in the arts curriculum. Band 
director Mike Manser said students should not only complete 
their required arts credit but try to take at least one art course per 
year or semest er.

“Th e arts are a vital part of education,” Manser said. “Study of 
the arts makes us a bett er society.”

Such encouragement for students to continue taking arts class-
es seems to pay off . Sophomore Charles Fox has been in marching 
band for two years and plans to continue taking it for the next two. 
He sacrifi ces having a study hall for the class, but does not mind 
because it provides opportunities to meet new people.

Yet, band and choir are not the only music classes off ered at 
UAHS. Orchestra is a third choice. And orchestra students like 
junior Alaina McCleery oft en have to take required courses out-
side of school. McCleery is taking  gym and health through cor-
respondence because symphonic orchestra and ceramics fi lled up 
her schedule. 

Despite scheduling diffi  culties, McCleery still supports the arts 
program. If she gets any lower grades in the classes she fi nds more 
diffi  cult, she said high grades in arts classes can make up for it.

But art classes do not necessarily mean an easy grade for all 
students. Senior Hayley Th orson said sometimes her art classes 
hurt her GPA.

Regardless, Th orson chose to make frequent stops down the 
arts hallway, while other students leaned towards more of the mu-
sic track and some even chose both. Every student will eventually 
have to choose an option, working around how such a choice infl u-
ences scheduling and GPA. •

Students juggle 
scheduling confl icts, 
GPA dilemmas brought 
on by arts requirements
•reneeOGAKI

Traveling down what was formerly known as freshman hallway 
and rounding the corner, students are led to a choice. Th ey 

can either journey to the right towards such arts classes as ceram-
ics and drawing, or go straight, down to the harmonies of the or-
chestra and band rooms. Some students choose to go right, some 
choose to go straight, and some follow both paths.

UAHS off ers a diverse arts program for students to complete their 
required arts credit. Nevertheless, some struggle with the negative ef-
fects an art class can have on their GPA, as well as their schedule.

Junior Zack Kloos supports the arts curriculum, e ecially 
compared to his old school, Ridgewood High School, in West La-
fayett e, Ohio.  At Ridgewood, he did not have the option of taking 
ceramics, painting, drawing or photography. At UAHS, he  took 
advantage of the arts opportunities and chose photography, which 
brought up his GPA. Despite these positives, Kloos found some 
negative a ects to the arts requirement.

“It’s really hard to balance core classes with arts classes,” Kloos 
said. “[Arts classes] mean extra pressure from something that’s not 
as important as core classes.”

Th is extra pressure can come from not only extra work but also 
scheduling diffi  culties. Junior Katherine Pease wanted to be an IB 
Diploma candidate while still taking Symphonic Choir and En-
semle. Th is forced her to drop IB Math. Also, Pease’s arts classes 
negatively aff ected her GPA this quarter because her other classes 
are weighted.

Pease said the administration needs to be more aware of stu-
dents’ diffi  culties with scheduling.

“Th ere’s only so many diff erent classes you can take, so if stu-
dents want to take higher level classes and [arts] classes they have 
prolems,” Pease said. “So I think that [the administration] needs 
to be more aware and consider [arts] classes when scheduling 
classes in periods best for students.”

Yet counselor Heather Peeles said such scheduling prolems 
like Peases’ occur not because of the master schedule but because 
of students’ indecision.

“I think students need to take their time and seriously fi ll out 
their scheduling requests in the spring.  Th e schedule is built 
around the number ... of staffi  ng and student requests. However, 

graphic • chrissyHUMMEL

Art
Class
Drama
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I first bore witness to a higher 
plane of thinking when I in-

advertently stumbled across a 
forgotten goldmine of Keanu 
Reeves flicks in my basement. 
My initial reaction was merely, 
“Who is this man?” It was only 
a few-action packed movies 
later that I realized  what I had 
found. Reeves is nothing less 
than a prophet sent down from 
a higher being. 

Reeves’ philosophy is simple 
and straightforward, told to us in 
a sequence of movies that cov-
ers the different pillars of his 
paradigm. They can be fused to 

create a Bible-like ideology of what we can do to live a more 
satisfying and dynamic life.

The movie Speed is the cornerstone that Reeves’ “church” 
is built upon. Through examination and analysis it can be con-
cluded that Speed shows us to live in the fast lane, or we could 
very well (figuratively) die! I decided to mold my life around this 
dogma by continuously breaking the law in my ’91 Ford Escort. 

Now I am happy to say that I am finally free of my oppressive 
driver’s license. Thanks Keanu!

Once bitten by Reeves’ edgy paradigm, I decided to take my 
faith to the next level. Reeve’s Point Break revealed to me just 
how this might be done through the onscreen character “Bo-
dhi,” played by non-other than Patrick Swayze. Reeves allows us 
to better follow his example by portraying himself as a student 
to Bodhi’s perfect lifestyle. Bodhi’s—and therefore Keanu’s—
principles amount to a rather epicurean life; there is no need to 
fear pain, and in order to achieve happiness we must confront 
our fears through a series of extreme and excessive events. I 
personally accepted this challenge by increasing my intake of 
“extreme” foods such as Go-Gurt and Rock Star energy drink, 
all while beginning an intense schedule of activities such as 
mountain climbing, “skitchin” (that’s holding on to the back of 
a car while rollerblading), and wearing boot cut jeans.

Fact meets fiction in one of Reeves’ latest installments: Con-
stantine. Fact: Keanu has the prowess to defeat demons and 
outsmart Satan. Fiction: Smoking causes lung cancer. With all 
awesomeness aside, what this movie really shows us is that 
in order to show our dedication we need to get out there and 
spread whatever it is we believe in. I believe in the good word 
of Mr. Reeves—as you can see I have dedicated to practice what 
I preach. Keanu Reeves wouldn’t have it any other way.

Over the past couple years, I’ve 
heard bits and pieces of infor-

mation regarding ugly run ins many 
students have had with a certain bi-
zarre charaer. He is none other than 
Mike Janowiak, the “Soup Nazi”-
esque owner of Big Subs and Salads 
who rules over his customers with 
an iron fist and has an unquenchale  
thirst for confrontation. In his defense, 
running a business is a hard job and 
high school students are not always 
the most pleasant people to deal with, 
but he doesn’t seem much better.

The first time I heard of the infamous man was when our business 
manager, senior Nick D’Angelo, told me a story about his drivers’ edu-
cation classes at Big Subs restaurant. According to D’Angelo, the owner 
grew increasingly frustrated when the students brought in food from oth-
er restaurants while they were in class. As a way to get even, D’Angelo said 
the owner turned off the heat in a grinch-like fashion (it was the middle of 
winter) and let them slowly freeze over the next three hours; the owner 
told me the building does not have a heater. Regardless of the circum-
stances, a series of arguments ensued when the instructor and the stu-
dents complained to the owner. In the end the drivers’ education class left 
the Big Subs location to finish the course at their main office in Hilliard.

Janowiak’s aggressive nature is further illustrated with a second story  
from sophomore Andrew Fast. Fast was eating his packed lunch inside 
the restaurant with some friends, half of whom had bought subs there. 

The owner noticed Fast and stormed over and grabed his bottled 
water off the tale and told him he couldn’t drink it there.  A con-
fused Fast asked why and Janowiak told him that he would get tick-
eted if a police officer saw him drinking it; there is a law that states 
that no open containers are allowed in a business that serves alcohol. 
While true, it is sort of a ridiculous way to bully a 16-year-old who 
doesn’t want to buy your food in my opinion.

 The owner moved onto the fact that Fast was eating in his 
restaurant without buying anything. When Fast said he had been 
planning on buying a cookie with his lunch, Janowiak said that was 
not going to cut it.  

I’ve never taken any business or economics classes, but it seems to 
me that harassing students who are not in any way harming or dis-
rupting your business is not the best strategy. Besides, didn’t the owner 
realize that although Fast did not buy anything, the friends he was 
with did buy lunches, and that if Fast is not allowed to return, the three 
friends will probaly not return with him? It’s easy to see how a busi-
ness owner would become frustrated when there seems to always be a 
few people leeching off your friendly heater-free environment, but he 
could at least be diplomatic and courteous in dealing with his custom-
ers, essentially the ones paying his bills. It seems to me like Big Subs isn’t 
doing as well as Janowiak would like, and instead of changing his own 
business praices, he flips out on kids who pack their lunches.

There are countless other stories about the owner of Big Subs. It 
seems that whenever I mention him someone has a story about how 
he’s offended or lashed out at them in some way. However I have no 
way to verify most of these stories nor the space to tell them. One 
thing is certain though. Don’t mess with Mike Janowiak.

Sub Nazi bullies hungry students

•grahamBOWMAN

•

  Guest Columnist

Keanu Reeves’ philosophy revealed

•reidMAYO

•
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Students who complain about the ne-
cessity of an art credit are missing the 

objective of a high school education. The 
purpose of school is to expose students to 
all different types of thinking and learn-
ing. Educators are trying to break stu-
dents of a one-track childhood mentality 
and get them to explore the world around 
them in all different ways. 

Every subject accomplishes this in a 
different way; math and science teach 
logical analytical thinking, while English 
classes teach communication skills. Art 
classes offer students a chance to be cre-
ative and abstract, a chance to think and 
create independently from restrictions. In 
order to become truly educated, students 
need to learn to excel in all disciplines of 
thinking. Although this is frustrating for 
some, it is still a necessary component 
to becoming a well-rounded adult who 
is prepared for all the trials that life will 
present him or her. 

Some argue that taking art credits is 
unfair since it hurts their GPA. Most art 
classes are not weighted, which effects 
those who are not skilled enough to suc-
ceed in them, but high school is not a race 
to get the highest number rating possile 
by the time the four years are over. When 
high school and eventually college are 
over, no one is going to hand the gradu-
ates a check because their GPA was over a 
4.3. Success comes from drive, and a truly 
driven person will succeed regardless of a 
number written on a transcript.

There are things students gain in high 
school that are more valuale than a 
GPA. If high school is viewed as a race to 
get that 4.3, many other more important 
things will be overlooked. 

 Some people feel that art is inferior to 
other fields of study because they do not 
believe it has any praical application in 
adult life. This is simply untrue. As much 
as some people would hate to admit it, it’s 
okay to stop working doggedly on that IB 
assignment for an hour a day. Such aca-
demic die-hards should allow themselves 
the guilty pleasure of actually enjoying 
the creative opportunity that picking up 
a paintbrush and contemplating a lank 
canvas offers. Just relax and enjoy it! 

If we eliminate the necessity of an 
art credit because it is deemed unneces-
sary, why not also eliminate the science 
requirement for students who don’t plan 
to be scientists and eliminate the English 
requirement for those who don’t plan on 
writing novels? 

Being ale to avoid classes that don’t 
mesh with students’ strengths may in the 

short run allow them to achieve a better 
GPA, but what good is that in the long 
run? The student would be stunting their 
own intellectual and personal growth by 
limiting themselves to just that which 
they already know. What’s a good GPA 
worth without a good education? In soci-
ety we need people who are adaptale and 
versatile, not one-trick ponies.

•staffEDITORIAL

editorial cartoon • chrissyHUMMEL
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